
Talk to bus companies 

about training drivers—

or put a ‘bus stay back’ 

sign on your back 

Take ‘guerrilla’ action 

to draw attention to 

barriers to accessible 

cycles* 

Back (or buy) 

Penny in Yo’ Pants 

& cycle in a skirt 

Go for a ride with a 

politician 

Create a striking 

graphic on infogr.am to 

make a dry statistic 

compelling 

Organise a training 

course—or just teach 

one person one thing 

Get a ‘cycle to work’ 

scheme going at your 

employer 

Write a ‘mummy’ (or 

other lifestyle-type) 

bike blog 

Volunteer to do 

something—put 

yourself forward when 

the call goes out... 

Normalise it: go slowly 

and dress normally 

Start to build a 

community of cyclists 

in your area, workplace 

or university 

Use images and talk 

about the full range of 

cycles, not just ‘boring’ 

2-wheel solo bikes  

Go (or encourage 

someone to go) on a 

short cycle tour—even 

if it’s just overnight 

Organise or join a 

local cycling 

campaign 

Use cyclestreets or 

similar to map problem 

areas (or where things 

are good) 

Campaign or ask for 

secure bike storage at 

home, work or shops 

Take one person 

cycling who doesn’t 

normally ride 

Go #quaxing and 

tell the world about 

it 

Reach out to another 

campaign or potential 

ally and find ways to 

cross-fertilise  

Campaign on a specific 

issue, e.g. car-free wild 

camping  or presumed 

liability 

Cycle to somewhere 

you wouldn’t normally 

cycle 

Try and take a non-

standard cycle on a 

train—perhaps part of a 

mass action 

Call out people 

spouting cycling 

myths 

Organise a Playing 

Out session  

Pick one local 

problem to focus 

on & don’t give up 

Women’s Cycle Forum  ~ Build a Better World BINGO challenge ~ 2015 ~ #BaBWBingo 
Some simple (and not so simple) actions to help make cycling accessible for everyone 

 

Who will be the first to complete a row, column or diagonal? Take the challenge and blog, tweet & share using #babwbingo 

* Guerrilla action doesn’t  have to mean illegal (please, no angle grinders) —could be yarn-bombing hard-to-see bollards or  

putting signs up saying ‘disabled cyclists banned’ on paths where barriers make it impossible to get a trike or hand cycle through. 

For the full rules go to https://womenscycleforum.wordpress.com/ and click on ‘#BaBWBingo’ 


